HIGH SPEED AUTOMATIC SPRUE / PARTS PICKING ROBOT (TOP IV MODEL)

- Easy to install. Mounting Hole Pattern Template. SPI Interface Interlock Available. (with small add. cost)
- Simple and modernized design. Easy Manipulations and set up. Better safety / Reliable Components.
- Easy and over 100 different Motion Mode and pattern (4th Generation)
- Magneto Case (Plastic) for protecting Handy Controller
- 0.7 Sec Take Out Cycle Time (TOPIV 550A) with 70 Psi
- Body Attached Interlock Box
- More feature with less cost

- LED displays interlock, sensor, operation status

TOPIV SPRUE PICKER IS NOT ASSOCIATED ANY SPRUE PICKER COMPANY IN USA, MEXICO, CANADA. GENUINE TOP IV CE CERTIFIED SPRUE PICKER